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Abstract 
The Global Solar Certification Network, GSCN is a cooperation between solar thermal industry, certification and inspection 
bodies around the world aiming at harmonization of certification and test procedures for solar thermal collectors. When a product 
has been certified by one of the participating certification bodies/schemes, the product can obtain certification from other 
participating certification bodies/schemes without re-testing of the product and without re-inspection of production facilities. 
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1. Aim 
The aim of “Global Solar Certification” is to facilitate cross-border trading for manufacturers and other suppliers 
of solar thermal products; its objective is to minimize the need for re-testing and re-certification in each new country 
where products are to be marketed and sold. 
2. Scope 
 “Global Solar Certification” is being implemented for solar thermal collectors and is based on the test procedures 
given ISO 9086. Other components as well as complete solar water heaters and solar heating/cooling systems could 
be included a later stage. 
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Fig. 1. Logo of the Global Solar Certification network 
3. Concept 
“Global Solar Certification” is based on cooperation between solar certification bodies/schemes around the world. 
When a product has been certified by one of the participating certification bodies, the test and inspection reports 
from this certification can be used for obtaining certification from participating certification bodies without re-
testing of the product and without re-inspection of production facilities. It is a condition for “re-use” of test and 
inspection reports that the certification bodies mutually recognize the test labs and inspection bodies. 
4. Organization 
The “Global Solar Certification Network” (GSCN) has been established. The GSCN is made up by industry 
representatives and representatives from participating certification bodies and test labs. The GSCN governed by a 
board of directors and managed by a manager; the Network operates under the “Network Working Rules”. 
5. How does it work 
5.1. How does it work for manufacturers 
A manufacturer wanting certification by several certification bodies/schemes shall choose test lab and inspector 
recognized by the certification bodies/schemes he has interest in (information will be available at the GSC web).  
When he has the first certificate accepted within the GSCN, he simply apply directly to the certification body 
issuing the next wanted certificate, showing his existing certificate, test and inspection reports and other related 
documentation.  
The “new” certification body will then tell the manufacturer if any additional testing will needed.  
If no additional testing is required - or when such additional testing has completed - the manufacturer is granted 
the license to mark his product with the “new” certificate too.  
Some fees for the “new” certification will apply. 
5.2. How does it work for certification bodies 
Certification bodies has to sign agreement with the “Global Solar Certification Network” (GSCN) to participate. 
Signing this agreement means that the certification body will recognize test and inspection reports done under other 
certification schemes/bodies - and has follow the rules and procedures for the GSCN. 
5.3. How does it work for test labs 
Test lab shall be accredited for testing according to EN ISO 9806:2013. 
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Test labs sign agreement with certification body/bodies to test according to the certification scheme(s) offered by 
the certification body/bodies. If a test lab already test for a participating certification body, this will ease the 
recognition by other participation certification bodies. 
6. Time schedule 
It is expected that the global solar certification will start operating during 2015. 
7. More information 
For more information please see (preliminary) web site: www.gsc-nw.org - or please contact the GSCN manager 
Jan Erik Nielsen at manager@gsc-nw.org 
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